[Study on the three dimensional hepatic virtual operation based on the data of 64-slice helical CT scanning].
To study the surgery plan and simulation effect of the three dimensional (3D) hepatic virtual operation based on the data of 64-slice helical CT scanning and to probe the feasibility of the virtual operation based on the FreeForm Modeling System. The volunteer liver was scanned to collect two dimensional (2D) DICOM data of 64-slice helical CT scanning and the 3D hepatic and intrahepatic vessels model were reconstructed by MIMICS software. The reconstructed liver, the intrahepatic vessels model and the artificial tumor models were output into the FreeForm Modeling System in the STL format. The device PHANTOM with the characterization of dynamo-feedback was applied to make the operation on the 3D hepatic. The spatial relationship between the tumour and the intrahepatic vessels were clearly observed by rotation and enlargement of the target. According to the operation principle, the left lobe of liver resection was simulated by manipulating the device PHANToM. Through the liver transparence surface, the intrahepatic vessels were easily distinguished. The operation procedure was accord with the clinic hepatic surgery. Meanwhile, during the operation, by adjusting the incision objective intensity, the dynamo-feedback intensity was definitely touched. By using the FreeForm Modeling System,the hepatic operation procedure can be simulated ahead of time. The operation complication in the practical surgery can be anticipated and the individualization operation schema can be reasonable instituted.